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KEY TERMS & DEFINITIONS

Advanced Fluency The fifth and final stage of
language acquisition in which learners can
communicate fluently in social contexts and can
cope in the classroom settings with new academic
information 

Basic Interpersonal Communicative Skills 
The language that learners develop both in and
out of the classroom

Bound Morpheme A word part/morpheme that
cannot stand alone 

Cognates Words that share the same root or
origin and therefore share a similar meaning,
pronunciation, and spelling 

Cognitive Academic Language Proficiency 
The complex, specialized language used in
academic settings

Comprehensible Input An instructional
technique in which educators provide language
that is slightly beyond learners' current English
proficiency 

Early Production The second stage of language
acquisition in which learners can use short
language chunks containing one or two words

Free Morpheme A word/morpheme that can
stand alone (e.g., happy, cat), called free
morphemes

Grapheme Alphabet letters and combinations of
alphabet letters that represent phonemes

Intermediate Fluency The fourth stage of
language acquisition in which learners can use
more complex sentences to express themselves
in writing and speech

Morpheme The smallest unit of meaning

Morphology The rules relating to how words are
built

Multilingual Learners All learners whose native
language is a language other than English and who
come in contact with languages in addition to
English on a regular basis

Parts of Speech Categories of words (also known
as word classes) that behave similarly within the
sentence 

Pragmatics The rules relating to the use of
language in social contexts

Prefix A morpheme added before a base or root of
the word

Pre-Production The first stage of language
acquisition in which learners listen attentively and
are not producing language

Phoneme The smallest unit of sound in speech

Phonology The rules relating to how speech
sounds are organized within a language

Scaffolding The Instructional support that a
teacher uses to help students complete a task that
would otherwise be too difficult to accomplish

Semantics The rules relating to the meaning of
linguistic expression (words, phrases, expressions)

Speech Emergence The third stage of language
acquisition in which learners can have short
conversations using simple sentences and
questions

Suffix A morpheme added after a base or root of
the word

Syntax The rules relating to how words are
arranged and combined in sentences 
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REFLECTION
QUESTIONS

As you navi gate through the

modul e,  take some t i me to  ref l ect .  
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Section: Moving through the Stages of Language
Acquisition 

In what stages of language acquisition are your MLs? What areas are they in need of support to be able
to progress to the next stage?

Are listening
attentively and
understand up to
500 words
Are not really
producing language
but may repeat what
they hear 
Can show
comprehension by
responding to
pictures
Should not be
forced to speak
before they are
ready

MLs 

Pre-Production
(Silent Period)

Pre-
Production

Early 
Production 

Have a vocabulary
of about 1000 words
Can use short
language chunks
that contain one or
two words and
produce simple
sentences (e.g.,
Open door)
Will produce many
errors due to their
limited grasp of
English

MLs 

Early
Production

Speech
Emergence

Have a couple
thousands of words
in their vocabulary
Can read easy
stories with support
Can have short
conversations using
simple sentences
and questions
Develop 
 communicative
skills through their
social interactions in
classrooms and on
the playground and
school buses

MLs 

Speech
Emergence

Intermediate
Fluency

Intermediate
Fluency

Have about 6000
active words in their
vocabulary
Can use more
complex sentences
to express their
thoughts in writing
and speech 
Ask clarifying
questions during
class
Will show gaps in
vocab and grammar
knowledge  in
writing 
Can understand
more complex
concepts and
complete work in
their content-area
classes with support 

MLs 

Advanced
Fluency

Advanced
Fluency

Can communicate
fluently in social
contexts
Still need help with
vocabulary,
idiomatic
expressions,
content, and writing
in their content-area
classes
Are able to cope in
the classroom
settings when
presented with new
academic
information
Are moving away
from using only
conversational
language to
academic language 

MLs 
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Section: Moving through the Stages of Language
Acquisition 

Think of a past student(s) of yours who had a similar challenge the student in the video showed. Given
your understanding of the developmental stages and teaching strategies that support MLs, what could

you have done differently and how might you guide your current MLs going forward?  

Watch the video and answer the Reflection question below.
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Section: The Rule Systems of English

What challenges might your MLs face in relation to the rule systems of English?
What knowledge or skills can your MLs draw on?

Consider the following questions:
1.
2.
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Section: Literacy Development for MLs 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

What challenges might your MLs face in relation to the rule systems of English? 
What knowledge or skills can your MLs draw on? 
How might MLs' knowledge and use of the English rule systems impact their development of
literacy? 

Expanding on your Reflection in the previous lesson, write your response to the following
questions in the table below. 

1.
2.
3.

Share your notes with colleagues.

Phonology

The rules relating
to how speech

sounds are
organized 

Morphology
The rules relating
to how words are

built

Syntax

The rules relating
to how words are

arranged and
combined in

sentences

Semantics
The rules relating
to the meaning of

linguistic
expression 

Pragmatics
The rules relating

to the use of
language in social

contexts
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Section: Providing Information in a Comprehensible Way 

What could the teachers have done to help Valentina, Aleyna, José, and Min-ji? 
 

Valentina
 

Abuela, I can’t understand
what my teacher is saying.
She speaks too fast. If I try

really hard, I can catch
maybe two words. I
remember she said
something about an

elephant and I heard the
word ‘room.’ But I was so
confused. Why would an

elephant be in our
classroom?

 

Aleyna
 

Mom, I think maybe I’m
just not smart. I thought I

understood what my
teacher was saying in

social studies today. But I
couldn’t do the activity.

Mom, look. I got this
worksheet from my

teacher and it has some
boxes and arrows. But I

couldn’t understand what I
was supposed to do with
this. So I made a paper

plane.
 

José
 

I like speaking English with
my friends. But school’s
just so hard. It’s like you
have to speak a different
language when you’re in

class. My teacher wants us
to write a report for the

science project we did. But
writing is so hard. It’s not
like speaking with friends.
I’m not sure what to do.

Min-ji
 

Dad, you teach me so
many words and they’re
helpful. But all the other

kids can say long
sentences. I can’t. I could

answer my teacher’s
question today after

reading something. But
she kept saying “Can you

say that in a full sentence?”
But I’m not sure how to do

that. Can you help me,
Daddy?

 

Abuela
Valentina, how was school

today?

Mom
Aleyna, how was school

today?

Dad
Min-ji, how was school

today?

Brother
José, how was school

today?
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Which of these practices could have been helpful for Valentina, Aleyna, José, and Min-ji? Which
are part of your classroom speech delivery routine? Which are hard to do?

Look at the checklist below that contains seven scaffolding strategies for monitoring classroom speech.
Then answer the Reflection question below.

Section: Providing Information in a Comprehensible Way 

Paraphrase and repeat to enhance understanding.

Adjust your rate of speech and enunciation. 

Ask students for elaboration.

Model what you want students to say before
having them produce language.

Avoid idioms, particularly with beginners.  

Point out cognates to promote comprehension for
students whose native language has a Latin base. 

Simplify sentence structures to reduce the
complexity that some MLs find confusing.
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Consider the characteristics of your students and the subject area that you teach. What are the
scaffolding techniques you want to employ to make your input comprehensible? What are 2-3

other scaffolding techniques that you can use to make input comprehensible in your class?
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Listen to what Mary Ellen Vogt has to say about providing comprehensible input in the video below. And
then, answer the Reflection question.

Section: Providing Information in a Comprehensible Way 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mTnHonxao70
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mTnHonxao70
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Section: Improving through Interaction

How might you use jigsaw reading with your students for an upcoming lesson/unit you’re preparing for?
What scaffolding techniques can you use to provide additional support for your MLs?
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Home groups Expert groups Home groups

1 1

1 1

2 2

2 2

3 3

3 3

4 4

4 4

1 2

3 4

1 2

3 4

1 2

3 4

1 2

3 4

Divide a reading passage into 4
parts. Have discussion or
comprehension questions ready
for each part.
Assign students to a home
group. The number of students
in the group equals the number
of “pieces” of the learning task. In
this case, it would be 4.  

1.

2.

 

Have students break off to form
expert groups where students
with the same piece sit together. 
Have students discuss their
assigned piece of the passage.
Provide a graphic organizer or
worksheet for them to work on. 

1.

2.

3.

Send students back to their
respective home groups.
Students report back key info
discussed in their expert groups.
Students may work on another
graphic organizer or worksheet
to understand the entire passage
or synthesize information.  

1.

2.

3.

1 2

3 4

1 2

3 4

1 2

3 4

1 2

3 4
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Section: Improving through Interaction

How might you use Think-Pair-Share with your students for an upcoming lesson/unit you’re preparing
for? What scaffolding techniques can you use to provide additional support for your MLs?
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PAIR

Pair up to converse with
a partner and check each

other’s responses

SHARE

Share responses with
the whole class

THINK

Think about a given
topic or question

individually

MLs will have time to
process your question
and think about how to

express their thoughts in
English, their second

language.

MLs will get ample listening
and speaking practice

opportunities and will be
able to check for any

misunderstandings. All
pairs are given time to

learn from each other and
build rapport. 

This final step holds your
students accountable

and gives you, the
teacher, opportunities to

provide whole-class
feedback. 
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Section: Summing It Up 

After listening to this podcast and completing this current module, write 3 things you can do in your
next class to support MLs’ academic language and literacy skill building in the classroom. 
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 PROFESSIONAL
LEARNING 

COMMUNITY 
ACTIVITIES 

I mpl ement new i nstruct i onal

rout i nes and pract i ces;  then 

ref l ect  and share.  
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Word Prefix Base/Root Suffix

submarine sub marine --

1.    

2.    

3.    

4.    

5.    

6.    

7.    

8.    

9.    

10.    

Morphemes in Your Textbook

Click here to see common prefixes and suffixes that appear in English words. 
Open the textbook that you use to teach and pick any 2 pages that have a lot of text.
Find 10 words that are composed of more than one morpheme (e.g., unhappy, running) 
Identify the morphemes and complete the table below. 
Answer the questions on the next page.
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Step 1.
Step 2.
Step 3.
Step 4.
Step 5.

1

https://teacher.scholastic.com/reading/bestpractices/vocabulary/pdf/prefixes_suffixes.pdf


Morphemes in Your Textbook
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Are there any morphemes that appear frequently?

Can you identify derivational and inflectional suffixes from the suffixes on the list?

2

Compare your list on Page 1 with colleagues. Which morphemes appear frequently?

Take Notes

Discuss



 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

English Rule Systems and MLs

What challenges might your MLs face in relation to the rule systems of English? 
What knowledge or skills can your MLs draw on? 
How might MLs' knowledge and use of the English rule systems impact their
development of literacy? 

Expanding on your Reflection in the previous lesson, write your response to the
following questions in the table below. 

1.
2.
3.

Share your notes with colleagues.
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Phonology

The rules relating
to how speech

sounds are
organized 

Morphology
The rules relating
to how words are

built

Syntax

The rules relating
to how words are

arranged and
combined in

sentences

Semantics
The rules relating
to the meaning of

linguistic
expression 

Pragmatics
The rules relating

to the use of
language in social

contexts



JIGSAW ACTIVITY

EMPOWER MLS TO TAKE OWNERSHIP OF THEIR LEARNING 
by having them become the 'teacher'

ALLOHIOLITERACY.ORGJIGSAW ACTIVITY

The entire process provides practice opportunities for all four language skills (listening, speaking,
reading, writing) while discussing the target content, which is what a lot of our MLs need. Also, you

can easily build more scaffolding into the task that you assign to MLs. Since students are
responsible for different pieces of the task or reading, you can select a shorter or easier piece for
MLs with more support to scaffold their learning. Giving MLs sentence starters or frames will help

them produce more academic language. Watch this video to see Jigsaw in action.
 

Home groups Expert groups Home groups

1 1

1 1

2 2

2 2

3 3

3 3

4 4

4 4

1 2

3 4

1 2

3 4

1 2

3 4

1 2

3 4

Divide a reading passage into 4
parts. Have discussion or
comprehension questions ready
for each part.
Assign students to a home
group. The number of students
in the group equals the number
of “pieces” of the learning task. In
this case, it would be 4.  

1.

2.

 

Have students break off to form
expert groups where students
with the same piece sit together. 
Have students discuss their
assigned piece of the passage.
Provide a graphic organizer or
worksheet for them to work on. 

1.

2.

3.

Send students back to their
respective home groups.
Students report back key info
discussed in their expert groups.
Students may work on another
graphic organizer or worksheet
to understand the entire passage
or synthesize information.  

1.

2.

3.

1 2

3 4

1 2

3 4

1 2

3 4

1 2

3 4

In a jigsaw activity, students in a team are assigned responsibility for one piece of the task and later
come together to complete the puzzle. Just like each piece of a jigsaw puzzle is important, each

student’s contribution is important. MLs will particularly benefit from this structure in which
interdependence is required, meaning there is no ‘opting out.’ Jigsaw can be used in any content-

area instruction and is an effective learning strategy to reinforce reading comprehension. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mtm5_w6JthA


THNK-PAIR-SHARE

BUILD YOUR MULTILINGUAL LEARNERS' CONFIDENCE 
by giving them time to prepare their answers and opportunities to

practice language in a small group setting

ALLOHIOLITERACY.ORGTHINK-PAIR-SHARE

PAIR

Pair up to converse with
a partner and check each

other’s responses

SHARE

Share responses with
the whole class

THINK

Think about a given
topic or question

individually

MLs will have time to
process your question
and think about how to

express their thoughts in
English, their second

language.

MLs will get ample listening
and speaking practice

opportunities and will be
able to check for any

misunderstandings. All
pairs are given time to

learn from each other and
build rapport. 

This final step holds your
students accountable

and gives you, the
teacher, opportunities to

provide whole-class
feedback. 

Think-Pair-Share can have many variations depending on the task you provide and/or your students’
needs. For example, you may choose to add another step after the whole-class ‘share’ to have
students write about how their thinking changed after hearing other classmates’ responses. 
Think-Write-Pair-Share is a variation that has a writing component built in to the structure.

 
 

https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/files/4-TWPS_Template.pdf
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Welcome to the Enhancing Evidence-Based Practices for English Learners series in the Ohio Literacy
Library! We present eight modules in this series, all of which are geared towards educators and other
interested stakeholders who want to further their knowledge and skills in pursuit of an equitable society
where learners’ cultural, linguistic, and ethnic identities are honored and validated.

Multilingual learners (MLs) are by far the fastest-growing student population nationwide. Yet, they are
an underserved student group, who deserve equal opportunities and access to resources to achieve
academic success. It is our intention, therefore, to provide educators with opportunities to reflect on
their teaching practices and explore ways in which they can help MLs see themselves as well as others a
valued part of the world. To this end, we will be covering a range of topics in this series to help you (1)
understand MLs’ diverse needs and strengths and (2) serve them better in your classrooms, schools,
and communities. Thank you for being an advocate for MLs who, thanks to your dedication, will go on to
enrich our communities and shape our nation.

Welcome!

Every Teacher is a Language Teacher
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None

Prerequisites

This module introduces the five stages language learners progress through until they are considered
fluent users of a language. Recognizing these stages in your multilingual learners helps you apply
specific classroom activities that support your students in performing to the best of their abilities. As
you read about the rule systems of the English language and how multilingual learners develop literacy,
you may recognize some of your students and the challenges they face in the classroom. Finally, you will
see examples of language learning strategies in use and analyze how you can use them in your
classroom.

Please note that we are going to be using the term multilingual learners (MLs) to refer to all learners
whose native language is a language other than English and who come in contact with languages in
addition to English on a regular basis. Click here to see the federal definition of MLs.

Module Description

Identify the five stages of language acquisition and their characteristics
Describe differences in learning conversational and academic English
Specify how five rule systems shape the English language
Describe how those five rule systems affect literacy instruction
Identify scaffolding strategies that support MLs’ language and literacy development

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Learning Objectives

Every Teacher is a Language Teacher

This second module of the eight-part series explores the idea that all teachers, regardless of grade or
discipline, work with language in the classroom every day. Inside, you will learn about how your MLs
acquire classroom English and achieve academic literacy. You will read about classroom activities and
learning strategies you can enact to support your MLs’ (and all students’) language and literacy
development. (est. completion time 2.5-3 hours)

https://www.k12.wa.us/sites/default/files/public/migrantbilingual/pubdocs/DefinitionsLawsGuidance.pdf
https://www.k12.wa.us/sites/default/files/public/migrantbilingual/pubdocs/DefinitionsLawsGuidance.pdf
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Every Teacher is a Language Teacher

In this lesson, we will discuss the stages of language acquisition. Multilingual learners (MLs)
are progressing from being silent (but listening attentively) to being fluent and competent in
using English to a native-like level. This continuum of second language acquisition includes a
predictable series of developmental stages. Understanding what developmental stage our
MLs are currently in helps us (1) predict their performance and challenging areas and (2)
modify and differentiate instruction to prepare our students for their next stage.

Module Outline

1. Moving through the Stages
of Language Acquisition 

2. The Rule Systems of English 

3. Literacy Development for MLs 

4. Providing Information in a
Comprehensible Way

5. Improving through Interaction

6. Summing It up

Overview

1. Moving through the Stages of Language Acquisition 
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Meet Valentina, Aleyna, José, and Min-ji.

1. Moving through the Stages of Language Acquisition 

Meet Multilingual Learners

Valentina
Valentina is a 1st grader
who moved to the U.S. a

few months ago.
Valentina's teacher is very
frustrated because she is

passively sitting in the
classroom and doesn’t

interact with her
classmates during recess.
When she does respond

to her teacher, she speaks
so softly that her teacher

can’t hear her.
 

Aleyna
Aleyna is a 2nd grader who
has been living in the U.S.

for a year. She is so
excited that she can have

conversations with her
classmates now. Her

teacher noticed that she’s
asking her friends a lot of
questions all throughout

the day: “What you do
yesterday?”, “I can use

your pen?” 
 

José
José moved to the U.S. two
years ago and is enrolled
in 4th grade. José sounds
fluent when he interacts

with his peers, so the
teacher thought he didn’t
need any ESL support. But

he rarely participates in
class activities and is

falling behind in many
content-area subjects. His
teacher thinks he might

have a learning disability.

Min-ji
Min-ji has been in the U.S.
classroom as a 3rd grader
for about six months. Minji

likes to listen to her
teacher’s read-alouds. But

when the teacher asks
questions, her answers are
always one or two words.
It seems like she doesn’t

know how to properly start
a sentence.      

 

Do any of these multilingual learner (MLs) sound like your past or current students? They seem to be in
different stages of language acquisition, and what they are going through is just part of the learning process.
For example, there is nothing unusual about Valentina’s silent period, as we will see below.
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Are listening
attentively and
understand up to
500 words
Are not really
producing language
but may repeat what
they hear 
Can show
comprehension by
responding to
pictures
Should not be
forced to speak
before they are
ready

MLs 

Pre-Production
(Silent Period)

Pre-
Production

Early 
Production 

Have a vocabulary
of about 1000 words
Can use short
language chunks
that contain one or
two words and
produce simple
sentences (e.g.,
Open door)
Will produce many
errors due to their
limited grasp of
English

MLs 

Early
Production

Speech
Emergence

Have a couple
thousands of words
in their vocabulary
Can read easy
stories with support
Can have short
conversations using
simple sentences
and questions
Develop 
 communicative
skills through their
social interactions in
classrooms and on
the playground and
school buses

MLs 

Speech
Emergence

Intermediate
Fluency

Intermediate
Fluency

Have about 6000
active words in their
vocabulary
Can use more
complex sentences
to express their
thoughts in writing
and speech 
Ask clarifying
questions during
class
Will show gaps in
vocab and grammar
knowledge  in
writing 
Can understand
more complex
concepts and
complete work in
their content-area
classes with support 

MLs 

Advanced
Fluency

Advanced
Fluency

Can communicate
fluently in social
contexts
Still need help with
vocabulary,
idiomatic
expressions,
content, and writing
in their content-area
classes
Are able to cope in
the classroom
settings when
presented with new
academic
information
Are moving away
from using only
conversational
language to
academic language 

MLs 

1. Moving through the Stages of Language Acquisition 

Let’s take a look the stages of language acquisition, identified as pre-production (silent period), early
production, speech emergence, intermediate fluency, and advanced fluency (Reed & Railsback, 2003). Below
each stage, you will see teaching strategies recommended by Haynes (2007).

Use simple
questions and
prompts

'Circle..'
'Where is...'
'Find and point..'
'Who has...'

Focus on building a
receptive
vocabulary
Provide lots of
visuals and gestures
Speak slowly and
clearly with
repetitions

Recommended
teaching strategies

Ask simple yes/no
questions and wh
questions (e.g.,
who, when, where) 
Have students list or
label to show
understanding
Modify content
information and use
simple language
Use visuals and
graphic organizers
to support
comprehension
Expose students to
print and use simple
books with
predictable text
Use sentence
starters and frames
to scaffold writing
(e.g., I like _____
and _____)

Recommended
teaching strategies

Use prompts that
start with why, how,
and explain.
Simplify content
materials
In addition to
teaching content and
vocabulary, explicitly
teach writing
structures
Provide graphic
organizers and
words banks for
students to use to
complete the graphic
organizer

Recommended
teaching strategies

Use prompts that
start with 'What
would happen if...?',
'Why do you think...?'
Modify texts in
content-area
subjects
Continue using
visuals and
scaffolding strategies
(e.g., graphic
organizer) whenever
possible 
Provide guidance
and support for
group discussions
(e.g., modeling,
sentence frames)
Assign longer writing
tasks, particularly on
familiar topics (e.g.,
personal stories,
journals)
Have students define
vocabulary words
and explain concepts 

Recommended
teaching strategies

Use prompts that
start with 'Decide
if...', 'Retell...'
Use more complex
vocabulary and
sentence structure to
support oral
language
communication
Continue to scaffold
students'
independent reading
of content-area
materials with visuals
and graphic
organizers
Allow students to use
their L1 when
learning new
concepts or words
Continue to provide
support for writing
Support students'
study skills and
strategy
development

Recommended
teaching strategies
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Reflection

What stages are your MLs in? What areas are they in need of support to be able to progress to the
next stage?

1. Moving through the Stages of Language Acquisition 
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As MLs learn English at school, there are two types of language that they need to learn: the variety of
language that they use in informal contexts (with their peers and familiar adults), called Basic
Interpersonal Communicative Skills (BICS), and the variety of language used in academic contexts,
called Cognitive Academic Language Proficiency (CALP). The flipcards below describe the
characteristics of BICS and CALP.

Basic Interpersonal Communicative Skills & Cognitive Academic
Language Proficiency

1. Moving through the Stages of Language Acquisition 

CALP
 

Complex, specialized language used in
academic settings. Fluency in CALP is slower to

develop and may be achieved in 4-7 years
depending on a variety of factors such as age

and time of arrival, first language (L1)
academic proficiency, and the degree of

support available. 

Less face-to-face interaction; much less
non-verbal clues
Abstract language
High demands of literacy
Cultural and linguistic knowledge needed
for maximal comprehension

Characteristics
 

BICS
 

Basic interpersonal communicative skills (i.e.,
conversational language) - the language
children develop both in and out of the

classroom. Fluency in BICS can be achieved in
1-3 years.

Day-to-day language used in social and
informal contexts
Often face-to-face with many cues (e.g.,
facial expressions, concrete objects of
reference)
Needs vocabulary of conversational
language

Characteristics
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1. Moving through the Stages of Language Acquisition 

Reflection

Think of a past student(s) of yours who had a similar challenge the student in the video showed. Given
your understanding of the developmental stages and teaching strategies that support MLs, what could
you have done differently and how might you guide your current MLs going forward?  

Watch the video and answer the Reflection question below.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=U_3AQ2FmLUY&feature=emb_logo
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MLs will learn BICS more easily and quickly; they will pick up words, phrases, and expressions frequently
used in the recurring events in their daily lives, for instance, by watching TV and observing and imitating
interactions among their peers and between other people in their social circles. Recall José who
appeared to be ‘fluent’ in English when he was interacting with his peers. Because his teacher didn’t
know that an ML could sound fluent in one context and not as much in another (e.g., academic), he
thinks that José might have a learning disability. But José just didn’t have the CALP skills – understanding
and thinking through a math problem, writing a science report, or summarizing a historical event.

American students who speak English as their first language (L1) are in contact with English and interact
with it for 20,000 hours or more by the time they start school (Lightbown & Spada, 2013), so they come
to school already speaking the school language (i.e., English). In most cases, MLs use another language
at home and are trying to catch up as their non-ML peers continue to learn hundreds of new words and
concepts represented by these words.

According to the Evidence-Based Practices for English Learners (Richards-Tutor et al., 2016) released by
the CEEDAR Center, there are four recommendations that help educators support MLs in learning
academic language as they develop academic content knowledge. Scroll over each card below to learn
more about the four recommendations.

1. Moving through the Stages of Language Acquisition 

Provide designated time to
develop English oral

language proficiency (as
part of Tier 1 core

instruction, even if students
are receiving Tiers 2 or 3

interventions).

Oral language proficiency
and literacy skills show a

strong correlation.
Designated time should not

be in place of necessary
interventions in Tier 2 or Tier

3 nor should content
intervention substitute for

English-language
development.

Examples of sheltered
instructional techniques

include having clear content
and language objectives,

building background
knowledge, providing

information in a
comprehensible way,

teaching learning strategies,
and providing students with

opportunities to interact
with peers and teachers. 

Provide sheltered instruction
practices (i.e.,

comprehensible input and
language objectives) to

support students in
content-area learning.

Use peer-supported
learning to help students

practice oral language
during academic lessons.

Teach explicit
comprehension strategies

to assist students in
accessing content while

they are developing English
proficiency.

Peer-assisted learning
strategies allow MLs to learn

content while having the
opportunity to practice their
English-language skills in a

safe environment. The
strategies include explicit

teaching, routines,
repetition, modeling and
practice, and frequent

opportunities to respond.

Strategies include
summarizing, inferring,

making connections, and
asking questions. Through
structured peer discussion
and collaborative activities,

students use reading
strategies to monitor their
comprehension, review and
synthesize information, ask
and answer questions, and
take steps to improve their

understanding.

https://ceedar.education.ufl.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/EBP-for-english-learners.pdf
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1. Moving through the Stages of Language Acquisition 

You have made it to the end of this lesson. Before you move on, we have learning-check questions for you
below. Feel free to take your time and scroll back up to review the information.

1. Identify the statements with the right stage of language acquisition. Three have been done for you.

Check Your Learning!

A. Pre-
Production

B. Early
Production

C. Speech
Emergence

D. Intermediate
Fluency

E. Advanced
Fluency

The teacher asks
MLs to circle objects

to show
comprehension

The teacher asks
asks why and how

questions.

The teacher
continues to support

MLs' independent
reading by providing

scaffolds.

(1) MLs should not be forced to speak before they are ready.  
(2) MLs produce one or two-word responses. 
(3) MLs are moving away from using  only conversational language to 
     academic language.
(4) MLs start to use more complex sentences to express themselves.
(5) The teacher conducts group discussion with guidance and support for MLs.
(6) The teacher asks simple yes/no questions.
(7) MLs start to have short conversations in their social interactions.

__________________________
__________________________

__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________

2. What is NOT true about Cognitive Academic Language Proficiency (CALP)?

3. What is NOT an example of sheltered instruction techniques?

Answer 

__________________________

1. (1)-A, (2)-B, (3)-E, (4)-D, (5)-D, (6)-B, (7)-C
2. C
3. A

A. CALP refers to complex, specialized language used in the classroom.
B. Literacy skills are critical in achieving CALP.
C. Calp can be achieved in 1-3 years.

A. Focusing on content learning rather than dedicating time to address language objectives
B. Modifying content to make input comprehensible
C. Building background knowledge

Check your answers at the bottom.
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Every Teacher is a Language Teacher 

Every teacher is a language teacher. Whether you teach chemistry, social studies, ELA, or
music, remember that you are teaching language every day. For us to be able to understand
what it means for our multilingual learners to learn English, we must first understand how
(American) English works. In this lesson, we introduce the five rule systems of English:
phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics, and pragmatics.

Overview

2. The Rule Systems of English

Module Outline

1. Moving through the Stages of
Language Acquisition 

2. The Rule Systems of English 

3. Literacy Development for MLs 

4. Providing Information in a
Comprehensible Way

5. Improving through Interaction

6. Summing It up
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The rules relating to how speech
sounds are organized within a
language

2. The Rule Systems of English

It is through language that our thoughts have words, our ideas have voice, and our feelings become
expression. Most importantly, language is a human ability that we use to communicate with others. But
because we are proficient users of our first language and use it on a daily basis without thinking much about it,
we often forget that languages are incredibly sophisticated and complex systems.  

There are five rule systems found across languages:

What Does it Mean to Learn a Language?

Phonology

The rules relating to how words are
built

Morphology

The rules relating to how words are
arranged and combined in sentences

Syntax

The rules relating to the meaning of
linguistic expression (words, phrases,
expressions)

Semantics

The rules relating to the use of
language in social contexts

Pragmatics

Language
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2. The Rule Systems of English

Learning a language means learning to understand and use these rules to communicate through spoken
and written language. Multilingual learners (MLs) are building knowledge of the phonology, morphology,
syntax, semantics, and pragmatics of English (and other languages) and refining their use of them as their
oral language develops; they are learning more speech sounds of English and learning more English
words; their English sentences are becoming longer and more complex; they understand that "Do you
know who I am?" can have different meanings when said in different contexts. 

Every Teacher Is a Language Teacher. Regardless of your title or role, remember that you are
teaching language every day. You are modeling language use for your MLs. You are also helping
them develop language skills and awareness that pertain to a particular study area so that they
can, for example, speak like a historian and write like a chemist. 

As fluent users of English, you might be taking your language skills and knowledge for granted. For
us to be able to identify MLs' challenges in learning English and to support their academic learning,
we must understand how the English language works first. So let's break down each of the five
language components to get a better understanding of what it means for MLs to learn English. 

Phonology is about the rules relating to how speech sounds are organized within a language and how
they interact with each other. The smallest unit of sound in speech is called a phoneme. A phoneme is
denoted by / / (slashes) around it. For example, /s/, /u/, and /n/ are phonemes in English. Are you thinking,
'Are phonemes and alphabet letters the same thing? They look like the alphabet letters s, u, n!' The
answer is no. Phonemes are speech sounds whereas alphabet letters (and combinations of letters) are
what we use to 'write' sounds. In other words, phonemes are represented by alphabet letters. And these
alphabet letters and combinations of alphabet letters that represent phonemes are called graphemes.

English has 26 alphabet letters and approximately 44 phonemes (i.e., 44 different sounds). One phoneme
is often represented by more than one grapheme. Read aloud the following five words: cat, duck, bike,
choir, quest. What is one speech sound (i.e., phoneme) that is included in all five? It's the /k/ sound! But
this sound is represented, or written, in 5 different ways, using c, ck, k, ch, and qu. Conversely, one letter
can represent many sounds. Sound out these three words: apple, cane, alter. The letter a represents
many different sounds depending on its location and adjacent letters in the word. Click on this chart that
shows how phonemes are mapped to graphemes in the English language. 

The Five Rule Systems of English

Phonology: KitCat or KitKat?

Read about the phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics, and pragmatics of English.

https://allohioliteracy.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/Phoneme-Grapheme-Chart.pdf
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? a t

? /a/ /t/Phonemes
Smallest unit of

sounds

Graphemes
Letters representing

sounds

The word is: cat

? ? ?

? ? ?Phonemes
Smallest unit of

sounds

Graphemes
Letters representing

sounds

The word is: cat

c a t

/k/ /a/ /t/Phonemes
Smallest unit of

sounds

Graphemes
Letters representing

sounds

The word is: cat

? ? ?

? ? ?Phonemes
Smallest unit of

sounds

Graphemes
Letters representing

sounds

The word is: duck

? u ?

? /u/ ?Phonemes
Smallest unit of

sounds

Graphemes
Letters representing

sounds

The word is: duck

d u ck

/d/ /u/ /k/Phonemes
Smallest unit of

sounds

Graphemes
Letters representing

sounds

The word is: duck

See below for more examples of letter-to-sound mapping.

2. The Rule Systems of English

? u ?

? /u/ ?Phonemes
Smallest unit of

sounds

Graphemes
Letters representing

sounds

The word is: puppy

/ē/

y p u pp

/p/ /u/ /p/Phonemes
Smallest unit of

sounds

Graphemes
Letters representing

sounds

The word is: puppy

/ē/

y? ? ?

? ? ?Phonemes
Smallest unit of

sounds

Graphemes
Letters representing

sounds

The word is: puppy

?

?
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Base
Any root or stem that acts as a core of the word carrying the major component of the word’s
meaning (e.g., beauty, cred, vis, ject). 

Affixes: prefixes and suffixes
Prefix: added before a base or root (e.g., unhappy, replay, impossible).
Suffix: added after a base or root (e.g., comfortable, beautiful, singing).

Inflectional suffix: word endings that do not change the part of speech (e.g., noun, verb) of
the word (e.g., cup-cups, play-played)
Derivational suffix: word endings that change the part of speech of the word (e.g.,
encourage – encouragement, beautiful – beautifully)

1.

2.

In Harry Potter, Hermione uses the spell ‘Immobulus’ on the Cornish Pixies (the blue creatures causing
trouble). Can you take the word apart and guess what the spell means? If so, you have morphological
awareness, the ability to use meaningful word parts within a word to better understand the word!

Morphology is a system for using and combining the smallest units of meaning to build words. And
the smallest unit of meaning is called a morpheme. Morphemes include actual words that can stand
alone

2. The Rule Systems of English

The word invisible, for example, has three morphemes: in-vis-ible. In means not, vis means see, and ible
means able or possible. So together, it means can’t be seen. How many morphemes can you identify in
the word unimaginable? That is, how many meaningful pieces make up the word unimaginable? How
about overcooked and cookbook? See the cards below to see the answer.

Morphology: Im-mobul-us!

(e.g., happy, cat), called free morphemes, as well as word parts that cannot stand alone (e.g., un-, -ish),
called bound morphemes. The bound morphemes are divided into two categories:  



Word Prefix Base/Root Suffix

submarine sub marine --

1.    

2.    

3.    

4.    

5.    

6.    

7.    

8.    

9.    

10.    

Morphemes in Your Textbook

Click here to see common prefixes and suffixes that appear in English words. 
Open the textbook that you use to teach and pick any 2 pages that have a lot of text.
Find 10 words that are composed of more than one morpheme (e.g., unhappy, running) 
Identify the morphemes and complete the table below. 
Answer the questions on the next page.
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Step 1.
Step 2.
Step 3.
Step 4.
Step 5.

1

https://teacher.scholastic.com/reading/bestpractices/vocabulary/pdf/prefixes_suffixes.pdf


Morphemes in Your Textbook
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Are there any morphemes that appear frequently?

Can you identify derivational and inflectional suffixes from the suffixes on the list?

2

Compare your list on Page 1 with colleagues. Which morphemes appear frequently?

Take Notes

Discuss
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nouns (e.g., cat, cake)
adjectives (e.g., small, beautiful)
verbs (e.g., go, eat)
pronouns (e.g., it, they)
adverbs (e.g., slowly, loudly)
prepositions (e.g., in, out)
conjunctions (e.g., and, but)
interjections (e.g., oh boy, yeah)

Syntax is about the rules by which words and phrases are combined and ordered in sentences. This
definition implies that only certain word order patterns are permissible in a language. When you read
the following sentences, you will see that they do not follow the syntactic rules of English.

In English, a typical statement starts with a subject, followed by a verb and then an object of the verb
(called SVO order). The sentences above are ungrammatical because they are not following SVO order.
Having syntactic knowledge also means understanding how words behave in grammar in terms of what
morphemes they take and where they appear in a sentence. We group the words that behave similarly
and put them in the categories called parts of speech. These include:

2. The Rule Systems of English

Syntax: Blue Car or Car Blue?

Parts of Speech

Parts of speech, also known as word classes, are categories of
words that behave similarly within the sentence. Click the button
below to learn more about parts of speech and their purpose with
examples. Notice where they appear in relation to other words in
a sentence. For example, does an adjective precede a verb?

Parts of Speech
Noun
Verb

Pronoun
Adjective

Adverb
Preposition
Conjunction
Interjection

Learn More about Parts of Speech

https://www.lamission.edu/learningcenter/docs/asc/worksheets/Grammar/Parts%20of%20Speech%20Table.pdf
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Semantics concerns the rules relating to the meaning of linguistic expressions. In addition to knowing
the meaning of individual words, understanding multiple meanings of a word and meaning relations
between words are part of semantics. With a deeper understanding of words, we are able to express
ideas by using words to build more elaborate meanings. 

We know what words often co-occur (e.g., pay attention, take notes); we know that some words have a
negative connotation, so we are selective and careful with our word choices (cheap vs affordable, use vs
exploit); we understand that idiomatic expressions (e.g., a piece of cake, the elephant in the room) are
not used in a literal sense.

2. The Rule Systems of English

Semantics: What Elephant in the Room? 

Pragmatics concerns how language is used in social context. Think for a moment about how you would
ask your best friend if they could give you a ride to the mall. Now imagine using that exact sentence to
make the same request to your principal. How would that conversation go? You probably would not
want to use the same sentence, and how you go about asking and what words you use would drastically
change because you know that context matters. You have pragmatic competence!

Pragmatics: Context. Context. Context. 
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2. The Rule Systems of English

Brother
 

Ask your brother for a ride. 

Friend 
 

Ask your friend for a ride.  

Hey, I need you to take me
somewhere.

 
 
 
 

Hey friend! Would you mind giving
me a ride to the mall?

 
 
 
 

Principal
 

Ask your principal for a ride.

Hi Ms. Fernandez. How are you?
Umm..I was wondering if I could

ask you a favor. I have a
situation that requires a vehicle. I

need to get to the mall to pick
up my kids, but unfortunately my
car is in the shop. I’m really sorry,
but is there any chance you could

give me a ride to the mall?

Having pragmatic competence means knowing what to say, to whom, and how to say it to achieve the
communication goal (e.g., request, apologize, complain, invite) depending on social demands of the
situation and the context in which the communication takes place. We take into account contextual
factors such as the physical setting, what has been said previously, our shared experience, our
relationship to each other, and so on, to convey the intended meaning in an appropriate manner. 

What challenges might your MLs face in relation to the rule systems of English?
What knowledge or skills can your MLs draw on?

Reflection

1.
2.
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You have made it to the end of the lesson. Before you move on, we have learning-check questions for
you below. Feel free to take your time and scroll back up to review the information.

Check Your Learning!

1. In English, one letter
represents one sound.

TRUE FALSE

2. Some prefix examples include
-ly, -ful, -able, and -ed.

TRUE FALSE

3. Compared to conversational
language, academic/written texts
contain longer and grammatically

more complex sentences.

TRUE FALSE

Check your answers at the bottom.

2. The Rule Systems of English

4. Having semantic knowledge
means knowing many words.

 
 
 

TRUE FALSE

5. We must consider contextual
factors to communicate in an

appropriate manner.

TRUE FALSE

1 - FALSE
2 - FALSE
3 - TRUE
4 - FALSE
5 - TRUE



Every Teacher is a Language Teacher 

In the previous lesson, we introduced how oral language develops in terms of phonology,
morphology, syntax, semantics, and pragmatics of English. In this lesson, we will take that
knowledge further and discuss some of the challenges that MLs might face and the
implications for literacy instruction in relation to the five rule systems of English.

Overview

3. Literacy Development for MLs

Module Outline

1. Moving through the Stages of
Language Acquisition 

2. The Rule Systems of English 

3. Literacy Development for
MLs 

4. Providing Information in a
Comprehensible Way

5. Improving through Interaction

6. Summing It up
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3. Literacy Development for MLs

Oral language development precedes written language
and lays the foundation for literacy skills to develop as our
students progress through school. As Shanahan (2008)
explains, there is a reciprocal relationship between oral
and written language development. A solid foundation in
oral language with knowledge and awareness of the rule
systems of English is critical for MLs to become strong
readers as they work towards their academic goals.

For instance, MLs will have difficulty reading in English
without the knowledge and awareness of the sound
structure and patterns of oral language. In the classroom
settings, informational content to be learned is typically
conveyed through reading. And the information about
content and language learned through reading in turn
feeds into the academic writing, speaking, and listening
skills that MLs need to succeed in their studies. The
importance and demands of literacy skills (reading and
writing) increase as MLs develop Cognitive Academic
Language Proficiency (CALP) and use their literacy skills for
learning and communicating knowledge taught in content-
area classes (Lesaux et al., 2008).

The Oral Language and Literacy Connections

The more knowledge and use of
oral language one acquires, the

more language one is able to
access for writing and reading

comprehension.
 

Conversely, the more one reads
and engages in writing

activities, the more one will be
able to understand words in

the context of oral language for
both listening comprehension

and speaking.
 

Hougen & Smartt (2012)

We also need to keep in mind that our MLs have a unique set of challenges that are different from the
difficulties their non-ML peers experience. This is often due to less input exposure to and less
experience/practice with English as well as the differences of the language systems between their first
language (L1) and English. On the other hand, Latin-based languages (e.g., English, Spanish, French)
have similar sound and writing systems and share cognates that some MLs will be able to take
advantage of. As you go through this lesson, we encourage you to think about what linguistic needs
your MLs have as well as what linguistic resources they might already have available in their L1 that
can facilitate their oral language and literacy development.

This brings us back to the five rule systems of English.
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Below, you will read about the impact of MLs’ knowledge of the rule systems of English on their literacy
development and the implications for literacy instruction.

3. Literacy Development for MLs

Learning the Rule Systems of English

In English, one letter can represent many sounds, and one sound can often be represented in multiple
ways. This inconsistency in English phonology makes it difficult for MLs to learn how to read and spell
(more on this in the upcoming module!). In Spanish, for example, the letter-to-sound mapping is more
regular than English. In Japanese, each letter (in hiragana) is mapped onto one sound. There are
additional challenges that stem from having a different system in their first language (L1) phonology. See
if you can answer the questions below.

MLs will already be familiar with all English
phonemes because they have those

phones in their L1.

TRUE FALSE TRUE

Although there are usually some speech
sounds that transfer from MLs’ L1 to English,
they will encounter speech sounds in English
that do not exist in their’ L1. For example, the

/th/ sound as in ‘throw’ does not exist in
Japanese and French.

For instance, in Spanish, the grapheme ‘j’
sounds like /h/ in English. In French, the

grapheme ‘ch’ represents the /sh/ sound.

FALSE

Some MLs might see a letter or grapheme
that exists in both their L1 and English

but represents different sounds. 

FALSE TRUE

Therefore, explicit instruction on how to link print to sound and sound to print is critical especially for
MLs who are learning the rules and patterns that combine English phonemes. The knowledge of such
patterns will affect MLs’ word recognition, vocabulary learning, and learning how to spell (Moats, 2020). 

Phonology for MLs: Thorough? That's a Word?
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Watch the short videos below to learn about some difficulties that Japanese speakers and French speakers
might have.

3. Literacy Development for MLs

the letter 'g' in 'refrigerator' is causing
confusion for people
the sound /th/ is difficult for Japanese
speakers to produce

1.

2.

the sound /th/ is difficult for French
speakers to produce 
some read 'hedgehog' as 'a jog' or
'edgehog' ('h' is silent)

1.

2.

As you watch the video below, notice: As you watch the video below, notice:

Click here Click here

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=6&v=Ids82u3qJgE&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uy2LRxdlgWA&feature=emb_logo
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3. Literacy Development for MLs

Using morphemes as a word learning strategy can be
helpful for all MLs in building vocabulary knowledge
especially for those whose L1 is derived from Latin and
Greek, sharing the origin with English (Hougen & Smartt,
2020). For example, the morpheme ‘vis’ is found in both
English and Spanish words which not only look alike but
also have the same meaning: vision-visión, invisible-
invisible, visitor-visitante. As we know from the previous
module (Cultural Competence), these are called
cognates. 

In addition, understanding the meaning of ‘vis’ makes it
easier for MLs (and all students) to learn words like
visibility, visual, visualize, vista, invisible, and more. Also,
recognizing morphological markers in a word will help
MLs with efficient word recognition and identification of
the word’s grammatical role in the sentence, ultimately
facilitating comprehension (Grabe & Stoller, 2020). For
instance, the word ‘book’ as in “My mom booked a ticket”
will be recognized as a verb as opposed to a noun as in
“I like this book.”

Morphology for MLs: I Know More Words than I Thought!

When unknown words are encountered in reading and analyzed in class, we can direct students’
attention to morphemes (when possible) to discuss how they influence meaning (e.g., un, in, and im
often mean ‘not’), which then helps students make connections with pronunciation as well as meaning.
Note that some MLs may have difficulty reading or saying the words with the correct morpheme (e.g.,
pianos) even when they have grasped the concept of morphemes because producing the sound (-s) as a
word ending may not be inherent in their L1 (Hougen & Smartt, 2012).
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3. Literacy Development for MLs

In the previous lesson, we mentioned that English is an SVO language (subject-verb-object). What
other languages are SVO languages? What languages follow SOV or VSO order? See below to find out.

Syntax for MLs: I Turtles Like!

English
Spanish
Mandarin

SVO languages 
Burmese
Hindi
Japanese
Korean
Somali
Turkish

SOV languages
Arabic (but flexible)
Irish

VSO languages

Understanding English syntax can be challenging for MLs and especially those whose L1 does not
follow SVO order. There are in fact more SOV languages (48%) than SVO languages (41%). About 8% of
languages show VSO order, including Arabic and Irish (Dryer, 2011). Spanish, English, and Mandarin
are SVO languages. But a lot of our MLs speak an SOV language as their L1 (e.g., Japanese, Somali).
Also, even though English and Spanish share the overall basic syntactic structure, there are still some
differences. For instance, in Spanish, adjectives are generally placed after the noun being described
(e.g., car blue) unlike English. 

English has a lot of words that look the same but serve different grammatical functions in the
sentence. We touched on this a little bit in morphology above with the word ‘book’ which can be a
noun and a verb. MLs’ understanding of English syntax will influence their ability to manipulate parts
of speech to produce/write grammatical sentences, conjugate verbs, and comprehend grammatically
complex sentences. Teaching students about the grammatical roles of words and how they work at
the sentence level can build strong language and literacy connections (Hougen & Smartt, 2012).

Aside from the basic word order patterns that many MLs will have to learn, another challenge
regarding syntax is the differences between conversational and academic language. Open the
textboxes below to read the conversation/spoken language example and an excerpt from an 8th grade
social studies textbook below. What characteristics can you identify that seem unique to spoken
language and written language, respectively?

https://wals.info/chapter/81
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3. Literacy Development for MLs

Conversational/Spoken Language

A: Well can’t I leave all this stuff here?
B: Well if you pile it up in some nice fashion.
C: You might find it in the trash in the
morning if you don’t pick it up.
B: Guy is bugging Amanda nutso because he
doesn’t pick up after himself.
D: Only when you’re out of town cos –
C: Yeah Guy I really don’t like walking in the
bathroom and seeing your underwear
hanging off the mirror.
B: That’s enough.
C: It’s kinda disgusting – how do you get
them to stick there by the way?
A: Velcro.

Excerpted from Biber et al. (2021)
 

Personal pronouns (he, I)
Grammatically incomplete sentences (Well
if you pile it up in some nice fashion)
Contractions (can’t, doesn’t)
Short sentences (That’s enough)
Interjections (Well, Yeah)

Characteristics
 

Academic/Written Language 
 
The industrial change that would come to
America would not affect all regions in the
same way. New mills began to emerge in the
northeast region of the U.S., especially in New
England. There, the hills, rivers, and streams
provided the necessary running water to
power mills. New immigrant workers from
overseas and local farms would fill these new
jobs. In the South, however, the new
technology was far less impactful. The South
lacked many suitable rivers and was already
heavily invested in cash crops such as cotton,
indigo, rice, and tobacco that were grown for
seven months of the year. These crops
required a great deal of human labor and
depended on slavery that was legal in the
Southern states.

Excerpted from Carlson et al. (n.d.)

Grammatically complete sentences
Longer and grammatically complex
sentences (The industrial change that
would come to..)
Morphologically complex words
(impactful, industrial)
Transition words (however)
Passive constructions (…was already
heavily invested)

Characteristics

All this is to say that a strong command of sentence structure is critical for a student to comprehend
reading materials that they work with in the classroom. Teachers need to be explicit about the use and
differences between spoken and academic language as MLs will need lots of practice opportunities and
guidance on processing more complex sentences as well as producing them to be successful in their
academic learning.
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3. Literacy Development for MLs

As students transition from learning to read to reading to learn,
constructing meaning becomes the primary and ultimate goal. The
meaning-making process, however, is challenging especially for MLs for
several reasons. They need to know a lot of individual words, but that’s
only the beginning. They need to know that a word can have multiple
meanings (Dressing the chicken might sound like a fun art project, except
that that’s probably not the intended message). MLs also need to learn to
read between the lines and understand the type of language that goes
beyond the literal meaning of the words.

Although words can be learned implicitly without instruction and by
reading a lot, MLs will particularly benefit from explicit instruction on word
knowledge layers (e.g., frequent meaning, connotation, antonym,
synonym) and multiple opportunities to interact with the words learned

Semantics for MLs: You Told Me to Dress the Chicken, No? 

knowledge base, comprehension can still suffer
even if all words in the text are known to the
reader (Sedivy, 2014). This is particularly the case
for MLs who immigrate to the U.S; they are still
being introduced to the community culture, life,
and educational experiences (e.g., American
football, trick-or-treating on Halloween, fireworks
on Fourth of July). MLs will need opportunities to
build new knowledge and make connections
between what they are learning and what they
already know. Careful planning of presenting
information/texts in thematic units to expose
MLs to more and more content and topical
knowledge can be helpful (Lupo et al., 2018). 

(Folse, 2008; Hougen & Smartt, 2012). Using a word map is one way of helping MLs develop a deeper
understanding of a word and think about the word or concept learned in many different ways (see the
example below). Teachers should also be aware that the meaning of words and concepts being taught
might be available in MLs’ L1, in which case the cognates or concept knowledge in L1 can be used to
MLs’ advantage.

Another source of difficulty in the meaning-making process is MLs’ lack of background knowledge.
Decoding linguistic content is not enough for comprehension to happen. Without the added



WORD

YOUR OWN DEFINITION SYNONYMS & ANTONYMS

USE IN A SENTENCE A PICTURE OF IT

WORD

YOUR OWN DEFINITION SYNONYMS & ANTONYMS

USE IN A SENTENCE A PICTURE OF IT
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3. Literacy Development for MLs

In the previous lesson, we discussed how we take into account contextual factors in our daily
interactions with people; we think about who we are speaking to, what kind of shared information we
have together, and what communication goal we are trying to achieve (e.g., invite, request, persuade). 

The importance of knowing the audience, purpose, and setting applies to communicating ideas in
written language as well. MLs in fact need to learn that the type of language they use to interact with
their peers (i.e., spoken language) is different from the type of language used in academic settings due
to unique contextual considerations. Understanding the differences between spoken and written
language begins by recognizing that the purpose of the academic text is often to effectively convey
information without the audience ‘talking back’ to provide real-time feedback (Biber et al., 2021). In
our daily interactions with people, we often modify our speech or rephrase to clarify when we receive
feedback that signals any misunderstanding or confusion through body language, facial expression, or
a direct question such as “What do you mean by that?”

Pragmatics for MLs: Why Can't I Write Like I Talk?

MLs will therefore benefit largely from
explicit instruction on what words,
phrases, and expressions are
appropriate for the task at hand.
Providing clear models/examples (e.g.,
writing samples for a summary, a
personal letter, and a persuasive essay)
to show what constitutes good writing
as well as sentence frames (e.g., first…
second…finally) will serve as excellent
scaffolding tools for your MLs.

In writing, however, we have to be able to think through the message we intend to get across while
considering context, which then affects what words and phrases we use to get the message across in
the most effective and appropriate way. As MLs progress through school, one of their academic goals
will be learning the characteristics of academic texts (see the excerpt in the Syntax section) and
making appropriate decisions about what information to include and how to organize it in their
writing based on the audience and purpose. 



 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

English Rule Systems and MLs

What challenges might your MLs face in relation to the rule systems of English? 
What knowledge or skills can your MLs draw on? 
How might MLs' knowledge and use of the English rule systems impact their
development of literacy? 

Expanding on your Reflection in the previous lesson, write your response to the
following questions in the table below. 

1.
2.
3.

Share your notes with colleagues.

WWW . A L LOH I O L I T E R A C Y . O RG

Phonology

The rules relating
to how speech

sounds are
organized 

Morphology
The rules relating
to how words are

built

Syntax

The rules relating
to how words are

arranged and
combined in

sentences

Semantics
The rules relating
to the meaning of

linguistic
expression 

Pragmatics
The rules relating

to the use of
language in social

contexts
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You have made it to the end of the lesson. Before you move on, we have learning-check questions for
you below. Feel free to take your time and scroll back up to review the information.

Check Your Learning!

1. We need to provide explicit
instruction on how to link print
to sound and sound to print. 

 
 
 

TRUE FALSE

2. Teaching MLs about
morphemes and cognates

confuses MLs.
 
 
 

TRUE FALSE

3. Some challenges regarding
learning English syntax are
due to words that look the

same but are used as
different parts of speech.

 
 
 
 
 

TRUE FALSE

Check your answers at the bottom.

3. Literacy Development for MLs

4. Knowing all the words in the
text is enough for MLs to

comprehend the text.
 
 
 
 
 

TRUE FALSE

5. It is important for us teachers
to provide scaffolds to help MLs
produce language appropriate
for the intended audience and

purpose.

TRUE FALSE

1 - TRUE
2 - FALSE
3 - TRUE
4 - FALSE
5 - TRUE



Every Teacher is a Language Teacher

In this lesson, we will introduce simple but effective instructional techniques that teachers
can use to provide information in a comprehensible way. By modifying our classroom speech
and making directions clear, we can make our lessons more accessible and meaningful for
MLs.

Overview

4. Providing Information in a Comprehensible Way

Module Outline

1. Moving through the Stages of
Language Acquisition 

2. The Rule Systems of English 

3. Literacy Development for MLs 

4. Providing Information in a
Comprehensible Way

5. Improving through Interaction

6. Summing It up
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How Was School Today?

4. Providing Information in a Comprehensible Way

Valentina
 

Abuela, I can’t
understand what my
teacher is saying. She
speaks too fast. If I try
really hard, I can catch

maybe two words. I
remember she said
something about an
elephant and I heard
the word ‘room.’ But I
was so confused. Why

would an elephant be in
our classroom?

 

Aleyna
 

Mom, I think maybe I’m
just not smart. I thought
I understood what my
teacher was saying in

social studies today. But
I couldn’t do the activity.

Mom, look. I got this
worksheet from my

teacher and it has some
boxes and arrows. But I

couldn’t understand
what I was supposed to
do with this. So I made a

paper plane.
 

José
 

I like speaking English
with my friends. But

school’s just so hard. It’s
like you have to speak a
different language when

you’re in class. My
teacher wants us to

write a report for the
science project we did.
But writing is so hard.
It’s not like speaking
with friends. I’m not

sure what to do.

Min-ji
 

Dad, you teach me so
many words and they’re
helpful. But all the other

kids can say long
sentences. I can’t. I
could answer my

teacher’s question today
after reading

something. But she kept
saying “Can you say that
in a full sentence?” But
I’m not sure how to do
that. Can you help me,

Daddy?
 

Abuela
Valentina, how was

school today?

Mom
Aleyna, how was school

today?

Dad
Min-ji, how was school

today?

Brother
José, how was school

today?

Reflection

What could the teachers have done to help Valentina, Aleyna, José, and Min-ji? Which of the
recommendations have you already implemented in your school? Which ones are feasible to
implement? 
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4. Providing Information in a Comprehensible Way

Comprehensible Input

MLs will soak up all language
input like a sponge. 

TRUE FALSE

Highly motivated MLs, regardless of
teachers' instructional method, will

excel in academic studies.  

TRUE FALSE

MLs will not “soak up” just any language input
unless it is slightly above their current level of
their ability (Krashen, 1982). Comprehensible

input is described as an instructional technique
in which educators provide language that is

slightly beyond learners’ current English
proficiency while making sure that most of the
incoming input (whatever the teacher puts in
students’ ears and eyes) is within their grasp.
In order to achieve this, input for MLs can be
modified at the lexical (e.g., the words you

use), phonological (e.g, how quickly and clearly
you speak), and syntactic (e.g., how complex

your phrases are) levels.

Even if a student’s level of motivation is off
the charts, all the motivation in the world
won’t help them if they don’t understand
what you are trying to explain during class

and what they are supposed to do for a class
activity. MLs have unique linguistic needs as

discussed in the previous lesson. It is
important to expose MLs to grade-level

language, but modifying your verbal
communication, providing conscious supports

for comprehension, and carefully planning
your directions for assignments can make

your lesson more accessible and meaningful
for MLs. The comprehensible input that you
provide is a basis for your MLs’ academic

success.

FALSE FALSE

To help students accomplish a task or learning objective, teachers often provide assistance. This
instructional shift that a teacher employs to help students complete a task that would otherwise be too
difficult is called scaffolding. Modifying input is certainly one of the scaffolding strategies. How do you
provide comprehensible input? In other words, how do you make your content and directions
understandable for MLs?
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Look at the checklist below that contains seven scaffolding strategies. And then, answer the Reflection
question.

Monitor Your Classroom Speech

4. Providing Information in a Comprehensible Way 

Reflection

Which of these practices could have been helpful for Valentina, Aleyna, José, and Min-ji? Which are part
of your classroom speech delivery routine? Which are hard to do?

Paraphrase and repeat to enhance understanding.

Adjust your rate of speech and enunciation. 

Ask students for elaboration.

Model what you want students to say before
having them produce language.

Avoid idioms, particularly with beginners.  

Point out cognates to promote comprehension for
students whose native language has a Latin base. 

Simplify sentence structures to reduce the
complexity that some MLs find confusing.
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T: The tigers aren’t gonna survive in this environment.
Valentina hears: ‘da tigers arnt gun survivin disinviment’ 
Valentina asks her friend in her L1: "What was that? Did somebody shoot tigers with their guns but
they survived?” 

1. Adjust Speech
A slower rate of speech will help MLs in the early stages of language acquisition like Valentina.
However, it’s not always necessary for advanced MLs. Pause where appropriate and adjust
enunciation to your MLs’ English proficiency.

It would be helpful if the teacher slowed down and said ‘the tigers / are not going to survive / in this
en-vi-ron-ment.’ 

T: Read the passage again and tell me what you think of the social robots.
ML: Robots are help..helpful.
T: Yes. The social robots ARE helpful. In many ways. How are they helpful? Can you find that
information in the text and tell me?

2. Ask for Elaboration
Your speech emergent, intermediate, and advanced MLs are learning to use language in a way that
represents more complex ideas and thoughts. But they may need a slight push or a more explicit
prompt. Ask them to provide evidence for their statements. Ask questions that start with why, how, or
what if.

4. Providing Information in a Comprehensible Way

Below, read about the seven scaffolding strategies recommended by Echevarría et al. (2015) for
providing comprehensible input. 

T: Tell me your favorite character from this book and tell me why. I’ll go first. The character I chose is
Kristofferson. I chose Kristofferson because he is always very calm and graceful. He does yoga and I
like yoga too. Let me write that down.  

3. Model Language 
Model what you want students to say before having them produce language. You saw that Min-ji
thought she understood the reading in class and tried to answer her teacher’s question. But she
couldn’t form a complete sentence. The teacher’s modeling and a sentence starter would have made
all the difference.

José is aware that school language (i.e., academic language) is different from spoken language. That's a
good start! But as MLs develop CALP, they need explicit instruction on what words and phrases to use
and how to organize their language especially in written assignments. A science report sample for José
to use as a model could have made all the difference.
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T: Camouflage means to disguise. Plants and animals disguise themselves, for example, by means of
coloration to avoid detection from their predators. In other words, they blend into the natural
surroundings by changing their colors to hide from other animals.

5. Paraphrase & Repeat
MLs need frequent and repeated exposures to new words and concepts they are learning. MLs in the
intermediate and advanced fluency stages like José are developing CALP, and they will particularly
benefit from multiple opportunities to see and hear the words and concepts in a variety of ways.

T: English colonists brought the idea of owning
and controlling their own businesses from
England. This idea is called free enterprise.
England’s leaders wanted the colonies’
financial support, so the laws were passed to
limit the free enterprise system in the colonies.

4. Providing Information in a Comprehensible Way

T: You’ll get the hang of it. 
Aleyna: I hang something? Where?
T: Oh, I meant you will practice more and it will get easier.
Aleyna: Ahhh OK. Thank you, Mr. Murray.

4. Avoid Idioms
MLs are developing their vocabulary knowledge, so idioms and sayings are difficult for them to
understand. What idioms or sayings do you often use with your students? Can you find a way to say
them in a more straightforward way?

T: In this passage, you’ll read about a group of astronomers who used a telescope to observe distant
objects and found a new stellar system. José, you’ll recognize a lot of words that are similar to
Spanish here, like astrónomo, telescopio, distante, and estelar. There might be more. I’ll have
you work with Anahi to find other words in this passage that look and sound similar to Spanish and
underline them.

6. Point Out Cognates
Pointing out cognates can facilitate comprehension for MLs, especially those who speak a Latin-based
language, like José.

7. Simplify Sentence Structures
Simplifying sentence structures can help MLs understand your classroom speech better. This will
particularly help MLs at the beginning level, but note that MLs should be introduced to a variety of
sentence constructions as well.

T: English colonists brought free enterprise,
the idea of owning and controlling their own
businesses, from England but because
England’s leaders wanted the colonies’
financial support, laws were passed to limit
the free enterprise system in the colonies.
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4. Providing Information in a Comprehensible Way

Make Your Directions Clear
MLs are trying to understand content with their limited knowledge of English while figuring out how to
actually complete an assignment. That’s a heavy cognitive burden! Imagine having to read piano sheet
music while trying to hit the right keys on the keyboard, thinking, ‘Is this the white key or black key?
What’s the next note? I’ve already forgotten!’ 

Write the directions down (on the board or in the worksheet) and delineate the steps
involved to complete the task.
Demonstrate the task so that MLs can see what they’re supposed to do in what order.
Provide a finished product (i.e., sample) or have the graphic organizer partially filled in.

You saw above that even though Aleyna understood the social studies lesson, she couldn’t
complete the worksheet that had ‘boxes and arrows.’ Without clear directions, a graphic
organizer might as well be a piece of paper with strange boxes and arrows. Aleyna felt bad
during class that she couldn’t complete the task. So she was disengaged and started to make a
paper plane using the worksheet. Her teacher is frustrated by this behavior and is wondering
what happened. What could have helped Aleyna? 

1.

2.
3.
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4. Providing Information in a Comprehensible Way

Reflection

Consider the characteristics of your students and the subject area that you teach. What are the
scaffolding techniques you want to employ to make your input comprehensible? What are 2-3 other
scaffolding techniques that you can use to make input comprehensible in your class?

Listen to what Mary Ellen Vogt  has to say about providing comprehensible input in the video below.
And then, answer the Reflection question.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mTnHonxao70
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4. Providing Information in a Comprehensible Way

You have made it to the end of this lesson. Before we move on, we have learning-check questions for you
below. Feel free to take your time and scroll back up to review the information.

Check Your Learning!

Across
6. Although MLs should become
familiar with a variety of sentence
constructions, _____ing sentence
structures can help MLs especially
at the beginning level.
4. The teacher can provide ______
to help students complete a task
that would otherwise be too
difficult for them to do on their
own.
3. Adjusting enunciation and the
______ of speech is particularly
helpful for MLs in the early stages
of language acquisition.
2. Before having MLs speak or
write, it’s important to ______ the
language use.

Down
5. Pointing out _____ can facilitate
comprehension for MLs, especially
those who speak a Latin-based
language.
1. _____ input refers to an
instructional technique in which
educators provide language that is
slightly beyond learners’ current
English proficiency.

Complete the crossword puzzle.

Across 6: simplify 
Across 4: scaffolding

Across 3: rate 
Across 2: model

Down 5: cognates 
Down 1: comprehensible

Check your answers at the bottom.



Every Teacher is a Language Teacher

In this lesson, you will see how our four students’ teachers provided opportunities for them
to practice their language skills through interaction with their peers. By identifying students’
stages of language acquisition, providing appropriate scaffolding for MLs, and giving them
the autonomy to work with their peers, teachers motivated them to complete classroom
tasks while refining their language and literacy skills.

Overview

5. Improving through Interaction

Module Outline

1. Moving through the Stages of
Language Acquisition 

2. The Rule Systems of English 

3. Literacy Development for MLs 

4. Providing Information in a
Comprehensible Way

5. Improving through
Interaction

6. Summing It up
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Do you remember which type of language is easier for MLs to acquire - BICS or CALP? In Moving through the
Stages of Language Acquisition, you read that BICS was quickly acquired by MLs thanks to the frequency with
which they hear this language. CALP is a specialized type of language that both MLs and their non-ML peers
can find challenging to learn in the classroom. A teacher can provide explicit instruction on the specialized
language used in their discipline, give students chances to practice using that language to complete
discipline-specific tasks, and provide feedback to help students refine their academic language use.

Continue to read to see some techniques our students’ teachers used to provide CALP practice before,
during, and after reading activities.

Creating Opportunities to Practice BICS and CALP

5. Improving through Interaction

Valentina’s teacher learned that she was in the pre-production stage of language
acquisition. She knew that experts recommended using simple prompts in
classroom activities alongside visuals to help MLs demonstrate their
comprehension without a heavy reliance on producing language. Continue to read
about Valentina’s day at school below. 

Prior to reading a story with her class that focused on the importance of protecting endangered species,
she told them they’d have two tasks. First, they would need to draw a picture about the story after they
read it together. Then, they would show their picture to a partner and say why they drew what they
drew. The teacher writes down the directions in a step-by-step manner using numbers, 1, 2, and 3.

The teacher saw Valentina listen intently and screw up her face when she didn’t understand some words
or phrases. She repeated some lines for emphasis and then set the class to drawing their picture. She
saw that Valentina’s picture had some key characters from the story: an elephant, a tiger, and a person. 

Knowing that Valentina was still in the pre-production stage, she didn’t want to force her to produce
language before she was ready to do so. So, she paired Valentina with another student who spoke
Spanish as their L1. They had no problems discussing their pictures.

Even though the discussion was done in a language she didn’t speak, Valentina’s teacher could see that
each student had produced a picture related to the story and they were talking intently about the
picture. She heard words like tiger, save, and la conservación, showing that even if her MLs weren’t
using full sentences, they were still building their vocabulary and preparing for future chances to use
language. Keep trying, Valentina!

Valentina - Draw and talk
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5. Improving through Interaction

Aleyna, our very talkative 2nd grader, is in the speech emergence stage of
language acquisition. Her teacher is focusing on characteristics of the 7
continents for his social studies curriculum. To help his students build their CALP,
he wants to use a jigsaw reading activity (read more about the benefits of jigsaw
reading here) to give them practice using academic vocabulary they encountered
in the reading. Examples of these vocabulary words are area, population, and
ecosystem. He chooses to use a graphic organizer and provides a word bank to
use with the graphic organizer to help his learners (especially his MLs) along in
their task. Continue to read about Aleyna’s day at school below. 

Aleyna - Using a graphic organizer to participate in a jigsaw activity

As the teacher monitors the students reading in home groups prior to breaking into expert groups, he
sees that Aleyna is underlining the words from the word bank in the text and is completing the graphic
organizer with the information she finds. Very smart!

Once they’re in their expert groups, Aleyna is able to use simple sentences to tell her partners what she
learned as well as ask questions about information she didn’t capture from the reading. Thanks to the
time she has to prepare for going back to her home group, she feels confident because she has
complete sentences she can use to share information with her group.

Aleyna’s teacher is happy to see her using basic sentence structures with academic vocabulary as she
presents to her home group. “Asia is the biggest continent! China and India have 1 billion populations.”
Even though her sentences may not be 100% correct, her home group is able to complete their graphic
organizers and the group gets an A+. Good job, Aleyna!

Reflection

How might you use jigsaw reading with your students for an upcoming lesson/unit you’re preparing
for? What scaffolding techniques can you use to provide additional support for your MLs?

https://allohioliteracy.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/Jigsaw-handout.pdf


JIGSAW ACTIVITY

EMPOWER MLS TO TAKE OWNERSHIP OF THEIR LEARNING 
by having them become the 'teacher'

ALLOHIOLITERACY.ORGJIGSAW ACTIVITY

The entire process provides practice opportunities for all four language skills (listening, speaking,
reading, writing) while discussing the target content, which is what a lot of our MLs need. Also, you

can easily build more scaffolding into the task that you assign to MLs. Since students are
responsible for different pieces of the task or reading, you can select a shorter or easier piece for
MLs with more support to scaffold their learning. Giving MLs sentence starters or frames will help

them produce more academic language. Watch this video to see Jigsaw in action.
 

Home groups Expert groups Home groups

1 1

1 1

2 2

2 2

3 3

3 3

4 4

4 4

1 2

3 4

1 2

3 4

1 2

3 4

1 2

3 4

Divide a reading passage into 4
parts. Have discussion or
comprehension questions ready
for each part.
Assign students to a home
group. The number of students
in the group equals the number
of “pieces” of the learning task. In
this case, it would be 4.  

1.

2.

 

Have students break off to form
expert groups where students
with the same piece sit together. 
Have students discuss their
assigned piece of the passage.
Provide a graphic organizer or
worksheet for them to work on. 

1.

2.

3.

Send students back to their
respective home groups.
Students report back key info
discussed in their expert groups.
Students may work on another
graphic organizer or worksheet
to understand the entire passage
or synthesize information.  

1.

2.

3.

1 2

3 4

1 2

3 4

1 2

3 4

1 2

3 4

In a jigsaw activity, students in a team are assigned responsibility for one piece of the task and later
come together to complete the puzzle. Just like each piece of a jigsaw puzzle is important, each

student’s contribution is important. MLs will particularly benefit from this structure in which
interdependence is required, meaning there is no ‘opting out.’ Jigsaw can be used in any content-

area instruction and is an effective learning strategy to reinforce reading comprehension. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mtm5_w6JthA
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To create a collaborative classroom, José’s teacher tells students that they’ll need to check each other’s
writing before submitting their assignments. She knows that, as an intermediate fluency student, José
will still need guidance and support for discussions, so she brainstorms questions students could ask
each other during peer correction. She creates a handout for students to reference, like “Why did you
use this word?” and “Can you explain _____?”

José partners up with a non-ML student and reads their writing. Immediately, José’s teacher sees his face
light up as he realizes he gets to challenge his peer’s language. “Why did you use all together? It’s one
word – altogether.” But Jose’s partner has questions for him too – “Can you explain what la iglesia is? You
spend a lot of time there!”

José’s teacher overhears their conversation and sees that José tried to communicate his ideas but was
sometimes lacking the vocabulary he needed. However, this chance to receive feedback from his peers
was invaluable because it pushed José to provide reasons for his language choices and explain concepts
that may be unfamiliar to his classmates or teacher. He made changes based on the feedback he
received and handed in an assignment that was clear, concise, and conceptually accurate.

José’s teacher noticed that this writing practice was motivating for him, so she added more chances for
students to both write out answers for math questions and to check them together. José’s talent at math
quickly becomes apparent to his classmates and within weeks, he’s gained many new friends eager for
his help in understanding new math problems.

5. Improving through Interaction

José, who is at the intermediate fluency level of language acquisition, has been
worrying his teachers with his lack of participation. In an attempt to draw him out
of his shell, his teacher finds a way to reach out to him – through writing about a
familiar topic. Following a math unit on the measurement of time, José’s teacher
gives the class an assignment to write about their lives up to this point while
thinking about how much time they’ve spent performing different activities (e.g.,
days going to school, minutes playing video games, years living with their
families). Continue to read about José’s day at school below.

José – Peer review to show what you know
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Min-ji’s teacher already created a modified version of the text with predictable, understandable
text for her reading level. To support her in the think-pair-share part of the lesson, he prepares a list of
sentence starters and frames to scaffold writing that she can use in the THINK activity. He hopes
that starters like “The character I chose is …” and “I chose them because they are …” will guide her
towards creating a 3-4 sentence answer she can use with a partner.

Before the class moves on to the PAIR activity, her teacher models how their interaction should look
with one student asking questions and the other answering, then switching roles. He elicits questions
from the group and writes them on the board. He pairs Min-ji with another ML and they follow along
with the questions, all of which they can provide answers to thanks to their sentence starters.

Once it comes time to share, Min-ji’s teacher is proud to hear her give her opinion in front of the class.
“The character I chose is the smallest fox. I chose them because they are kind. He helps the bunnies. I like him.”

Come recess time, he sees Min-ji playing with new friends. They happen to be the other children that
liked the little foxes. Because Min-ji expressed herself in class today, they wanted to be friends with her
and include her in their game. Her teacher makes a note that he needs to keep supporting her with
sentence starters in future classes.

5. Improving through Interaction

Min-ji is in the early production stage of language acquisition and tries hard to
answer her peers’ and teacher’s questions. But she can only get out one or two
words at a time. Her teacher has a reading activity planned for students after they
finish reading Fantastic Mr. Fox. They will share their favorite character and give
reasons why they chose that character. Because he wants them to give quality
answers, he decides to use a think-pair-share practice (read more about think-
pair-share and the benefits for MLs here) to give students chances to check their
answers with others and build confidence for speaking. Continue to read about
Min-ji’s day at school below.

Min-ji- Writing answers to prepare for a think-pair-share discussion

Reflection

How might you use Think-Pair-Share with your students for an upcoming lesson/unit you’re preparing
for? What scaffolding techniques can you use to provide additional support for your MLs?

https://allohioliteracy.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/TPS-handout.pdf


THNK-PAIR-SHARE

BUILD YOUR MULTILINGUAL LEARNERS' CONFIDENCE 
by giving them time to prepare their answers and opportunities to

practice language in a small group setting

ALLOHIOLITERACY.ORGTHINK-PAIR-SHARE

PAIR

Pair up to converse with
a partner and check each

other’s responses

SHARE

Share responses with
the whole class

THINK

Think about a given
topic or question

individually

MLs will have time to
process your question
and think about how to

express their thoughts in
English, their second

language.

MLs will get ample listening
and speaking practice

opportunities and will be
able to check for any

misunderstandings. All
pairs are given time to

learn from each other and
build rapport. 

This final step holds your
students accountable

and gives you, the
teacher, opportunities to

provide whole-class
feedback. 

Think-Pair-Share can have many variations depending on the task you provide and/or your students’
needs. For example, you may choose to add another step after the whole-class ‘share’ to have

students write about how their thinking changed after hearing other classmates’ responses. Think-
Write-Pair-Share is a variation that has a writing component built in to the structure.

 
 

https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/files/4-TWPS_Template.pdf
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You have made it to the end of this lesson. Before you move on, we have learning-check questions for you
below. Feel free to take your time and scroll back up to review the information.

Check Your Learning!

5. Improving through Interaction

Why does Valentina's teacher choose a drawing task to check the students'
reading comprehension?

1.

Check your answers at the bottom.

A. She thinks that her
students are unable to

answer questions about
the text.

B. She knows that
students like drawing.

C. She wants to avoid
making Valentina use
language before she's

ready.

2. Why does Aleyna feel confident about using full sentences in front of the class?

A. Because her teacher
helps her when she

forgets what to say

B. Because she worked
with classmates to
prepare what to say
before speaking in
front of the class

C. Because she's at the
intermediate fluency

stage of language
acquisition

3. How does José’'s teacher support him in the peer review activity?

A. She gives him sentence
stems to use for

responses.

B. She gives him a
graphic organizer to

fill out.

C. She gives him
questions to ask his

peer.

1 - C, 2 - B, 3 - C, 4 - A

4. In the Think-Pair-Share activity that Min-ji did, students began by working
independently, then in pairs, and then with the full class.

A. TRUE B. FALSE



Every Teacher is a Language Teacher

The goals of this module are to help educators (1) better understand how MLs acquire
classroom English and achieve academic literacy and (2) identify instructional techniques and
strategies they can enact to support MLs’ academic journey. To this end, we introduced
stages of language acquisition, language varieties, rule systems of English, MLs’ literacy
development and implications for literacy instruction, and scaffolding techniques.

In Summary

6. Summing It up

Module Outline

1. Moving through the Stages of
Language Acquisition 

2. The Rule Systems of English 

3. Literacy Development for MLs 

4. Providing Information in a
Comprehensible Way

5. Improving through Interaction

6. Summing It up
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Every Teacher Is a Language Teacher

6. Summing It up

Every teacher is a language teacher. You provide language input to MLs that they use to understand
the content, to build relationships with their peers and people around them, and to make sense of the
world. The words you speak and the way you use them are the linguistic models that MLs use to refine
their language and literacy skills. And it is with these skills that they discover the life cycle of butterflies,
understand the power of friendship in Charlotte’s Web, and describe the differences between their
heritage culture and American culture. So as long as you use language as a tool to develop your students’
content knowledge, you are a language teacher. 

Regardless of the subject you teach – and especially if you are a content-area teacher – you have the
ability and opportunity to help facilitate MLs’ success and help them flourish because academic language
skills are learned most effectively when integrated in content teaching (Grabe & Stoller, 1997; Snow, 1993;
Valdés, 2001). We will explore the topic of integrating language into content-area instruction in another
module soon.

 
Every teacher, though, relies on language as a tool - a tool to develop
students’ content knowledge. They explain, lead discussions, assign

readings, and expect students to complete written assignments. Each
of these teaching tasks entails as much knowledge of language as

knowledge of the content. And so, every teacher who relies on language
as an instruction tool is a language teacher. We want to encourage

every teacher to recognize this fact, take ownership of this role, and
design their lesson with language learning in mind.

 
Short et al. (2018)
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6. Summing It up

Stages of Language
Acquisition

 
 
 

Language Varieties:
BICS vs CALP 

 
 
 

Rule Systems of
English

 
 
 

As MLs progress through
the stages of language

acquisition, they will show
certain characteristics that
teachers can observe and

use to understand MLs
better and provide

appropriate support. 
 
 

Academic language (CALP)
is slower to develop than

social language (BICS). MLs
need guidance in

developing academic
language as they learn

academic content at
school.

 
 

To learn any language,
understanding the rule
systems that govern the

language use is critical. We
introduced how the

English language works,
which is an important
knowledge base for all

teachers.
 
 

MLs' Literacy
Development

 
 
 

Scaffolding
Techniques

The challenges that MLs
might face in literacy skill

development and the
implications for

instruction go hand in
hand. These are discussed

these in relation to the
English rule systems.

 
 

Modifying classroom
speech, giving clear

directions, and providing
opportunities for

interaction are effective
scaffolding techniques

that support MLs'
academic language and

content learning.
 
 

In this module, we discussed the stages of language acquisition that MLs go through, the way the English
language works, challenges of MLs that can be anticipated as they build literacy skills, and the kinds of
support we can provide to make MLs’ learning more meaningful and accessible. Feel free to return to the
previous lessons to review what you have learned in this module, Every teacher is a language teacher.
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In the podcast ‘Teaching English Language Learners: Five Strategies That Work,’ Judie Haynes and
Ann Zehr talk about instructional techniques that are effective with MLs. Take notes as you listen
and think about which ones are feasible to implement considering the characteristics of your MLs
and the content area that you teach.

Start Today

Reflection

After listening to the podcast and completing this current module, write 3 things you can do in your
next class to support MLs’ academic language and literacy skill building in the classroom.

6. Summing It up

https://www.bamradionetwork.com/track/teaching-english-language-learners-ells-five-strategies-that-work/
https://www.bamradionetwork.com/track/teaching-english-language-learners-ells-five-strategies-that-work/
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